


I 0. ORDER OR SEQUENCE TEST: If the business requires that the service be performed in a certain 

order, the contractor could be considered an employee since the independent contractor should be allowed to 

perform the services in whatever order he/she deems appropriate. 

I I. ORAL OR WRITTEN REPORTS: Any contractor required to submit regular reports would suggest an 

employee relationship since it is a method of controlling the contractor. 

12. PAYMENTS BY THE HOUR,WEEK OR MONTH: Payment of wages by a set schedule would sug
gest an employment relationship since independent contractors are traditionally paid by the job and/or com

mission.

13. PAYMENT OF BUSINESS AND/OR TRAVELING EXPENSES: If the business pays the contractor's

expenses, the contractor would be considered an employee.

14. FURNISHING TOOLS AND MATERIAL: If the business provides the tools and material necessary for
the contractor to complete the service, the contractor would likely be considered an employee.

I 5. SIGNIFICANT INVESTMENT: If the contractor maintains his or her own office, no employment rela

tionship would be presumed. 

16. PROFIT OR LOSS: If the contractor can realize a profit or loss by his or her services, then no employ

ment relationship would be presumed.

17.WORKING FOR MORE THAN ONE FIRM AT A TIME: If the contractor performs more than de 

minimis services for other businesses then no employment relationship would be presumed.

18. MAKING SERVICE AVAILABLE TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC: If the contractor makes his or her

services available to the public on a regular or consistent basis then no employment relationship would be

presumed.

19. RIGHT TO DISCHARGE: If the business has the right to discharge the contractor, then an employment

relationship could be established.A business' right to end the relationship with an independent contractor is
typically controlled by the terms of the contract.

20. RIGHT TO TERMINATE: If the contractor has the right to terminate the relationship with the business

without incurring liability, then an employment relationship could be established.
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